
VLA Test Memo. No. 234Holography statusC.L. Carilli and R.A. PerleyNational Radio Astronomy ObservatorySoorro, NM, 87801May 16, 2003AbstratWe summarize the status of the surfae panels at the VLA as of May 2003.Plots for eah antenna are presented, and a table with rms values is inluded.We also show that the rms values inrease after a 43 GHz reeiver positionis hanged as part of the new feed-one arrangement. This inrease is mostlikely the result of surfae errors in the seondary reetor. Holography-basedantenna panel adjustments will have to be revisited after the ompletion ofthe EVLA antenna upgrades.
1 IntrodutionIn 1996 the proess of making panel adjustments based on interferometriholographi measurements of surfae deviations began using observationsranging from 8 to 43 GHz (Kesteven 1993). Adjustments done using 43GHz holographi measurements have been demonstrated to improve antennaforward gain by a fator 2 to 4, with typial eÆienies for orreted antennasbetween 30% and 40% at 43 GHz (Butler 1998). With the installation of areeiver on antenna 9 in May 2003 the entire VLA is now out�tted with 43GHz reeivers. In parallel, 43 GHz holography has been used to readjust theantenna panels. This memo summarizes the urrent status of the panels forall antennas, and introdues a problem that has arisen due to the reeiverposition hanges in the new feed-one.1



2 Status { May 2003Figure 1 shows the surfae deviations for all antennas based on 43 GHzholography in September 2001, Otober 2002, Marh 2003, and May 20031.In all ases a strong elestial alibrator was observed through transit, andrasters of 33x33 or 37x37 pointings were used. For referene, the holographimeasurements from 8 GHz to 43 GHz for all antennas over the last 8 yearsare kept in two large notebooks by R. Perley.Table 1 lists the dates of antenna panel adjustments based on 22 and 43GHz holography, plus the latest measurement of the rms surfae deviations.As of May 2003 all antennas have had their panels adjusted using 43 GHzholographi measurements (exept antenna 9), and the surfae deviations areaeptable for quality performane at 7mm.3 Reeiver position hangesAs part of the EVLA antenna upgrades a new feed-one has been introduedwith altered reeiver positions (Ru� 2002). In the new feed-one the 43 GHzreeiver has moved by 27o relative to its original position, from 112o to 85o.It has been well demonstrated over the last deade that antennas for whihpanels have been adjusted remain '�xed' for as long as monitoring proeeds,inluding the very �rst antennas from 1996. However, reent holographyshows that some of the older antennas have larger rms surfae deviationsrelative to previous measurements. Investigation shows that this rms in-rease ours after movement of the 43 GHz reeiver position. The obviousause for suh an inrease is surfae errors in the seondary, ie. the originalholographi orretions removed the ombined errors of the primary and se-ondary. Figure 29 shows an example of the hange in the surfae deviationsas measured by holography for antenna 8 before and after the reeiver move.In most ases the inrease in rms is about 30%, from (0.25 - 0.30) mm to(0.35 - 0.40) mm. Note that before any holography is performed the typialrms is > 0:5 mm. Table 1 lists the antennas for whih this e�et may be aproblem (designated as '-R' in Table 1). The urrent array performs reason-ably well at 43 GHz, and we do not reommend making further adjustments1Antennas 9 is not inluded sine it did not have a working 43 GHz reeiver prior tothe May 2003 holography observations. 2



to panels in the near-term. However, we do reommend that on ompletionof the EVLA antenna modi�ations the panels on all antennas be hekedusing 43 GHz holography, and adjusted where required.ReferenesButler, B. 1998, VLA Test Memo. No. 212Kesteven, M. 1993, VLA Test Memo. No. 169Ru�, J. 2002, http://www.ao.nrao.edu/ jru�/
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Table 1: Holography Status: May 2003Ant Adjustment date Adjustment date rms (date)K band Q band mm1 May98 Apr03 0.21 (May03)2 Nov00 Apr01 0.26 (Ot02)3 { Mar96-Ra 0.39 (Ot02)4 { Apr96-R 0.39 (Ot02)5 Jan98 Feb03 0.32 (Marh03)6 { Apr96-R 0.26 (Ot02)7 Mar98 Apr03 0.17 (May03)8 { Mar96-R 0.38 (Marh03)9b De97 { {10 May00 Aug01 0.25 (Ot02)11 { Sept01 0.21 (Ot02)12 { Jan97 0.22 (Ot02)13 { Feb97-R 0.36 (Sep01)14 { Mar97-R 0.21 (Marh03)15 Aug02 Apr03 0.19 (May03)16 { Jan97-R 0.40 (May03)17 Jul00 Sept01 0.29 (Ot02)18 Ot99 Sept01 0.28 (Ot02)19 Nov99 Ot01 0.27 (Ot02)20 { Mar96 0.43 (Ot02)21 Jul98 Jul01 0.32 (Ot02)22 { Apr96-R 0.24 (Ot02)23 Jul00 Apr02 0.24 (Ot02)24 Jun00 Mar02 0.22 (Ot02)25 { Jun96-R 0.36 (Marh03)26 Aug98 Ot01 0.26 (Ot02)27 { Apr96-R 0.34 (Marh03)28 Jun00 Aug01 0.29 (Ot02)a-R implies that we may need to readjust the panels due to move of reeiverin feed-one.b43 GHz Reeiver installed in May 2003. No 43 GHz holographi measure-ments have been made. 4



Figure 1: Antenna 1 { The antenna surfae deviations based on 43 GHzholography. The date of the measurement is give in olumn 4 of Table 1.Contours are: -3.25, -2.75, -2.25, -1.75, -1.25, -0.75, -0.25, 0.25, 0.75, 1.25,1.75, 2.25, 2.75, 3.25mm. Negative ontours are dashed.5



Figure 2: Antenna 2
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Figure 3: Antenna 3
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Figure 4: Antenna 4
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Figure 5: Antenna 5
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Figure 6: Antenna 6
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Figure 7: Antenna 7
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Figure 8: Antenna 8
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Figure 9: Antenna 9 { No data
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Figure 10: Antenna 10
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Figure 11: Antenna 11
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Figure 12: Antenna 12
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Figure 13: Antenna 13
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Figure 14: Antenna 14
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Figure 15: Antenna 15
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Figure 16: Antenna 16
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Figure 17: Antenna 17
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Figure 18: Antenna 18
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Figure 19: Antenna 19
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Figure 20: Antenna 20
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Figure 21: Antenna 21
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Figure 22: Antenna 22
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Figure 23: Antenna 23
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Figure 24: Antenna 24
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Figure 25: Antenna 25
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Figure 26: Antenna 26
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Figure 27: Antenna 27
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Figure 28: Antenna 28
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Figure 29: The upper frame shows the surfae deviations based on 43 GHzholography for antenna 8 for measurements made in February 2001. Thelower frame shows the surfae deviations on antenna 8 for measurementsmade in Marh 2003. 33


